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Abstract—In this paper we present User Customizable Logic
Paper (UCLP) with a Sea-of Transmission-Gates (SOTG) of 2-V
organic CMOS transistors. This can enable users to fabricate
custom integrated circuits, by printing 200 m wide interconnects
with at-home ink-jet printers for the prototyping of large-area
electronics and educational purposes. The SOTG reduces the area
of the circuits in UCLP by between 11% and 85% compared with
a conventional gate array architecture.
Index Terms—Customizability, education, gate array, ink-jet
printer, large-area electronics, printed interconnects, prototyping,
room-temperature sintering, transmission gate logic, 2-V organic
CMOS.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE recent and rapid progression of printable electronics
means that it is now becoming feasible for ordinary people
to fabricate macroscopic printed custom integrated circuits operating at visible speeds, using at-home ink-jet printers [1], [2].
Organic transistors can realize large-area electronics such as
smart flexible displays, power transmission sheets, and electronic skin for robots. As the system integration scale with organic transistors increases, prototyping of the organic circuits
becomes more important. A second benefit of prototyping with
organic transistors is that their slow operating speeds make it
easier for learners to intuitively understand and experience the
operations of integrated circuits. This is in contrast to silicon
integrated circuits, where nanometer-scale transistors operate at
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the lightning speed of a GHz clock, well beyond the scope of
the human sense of vision and time.
Therefore, this paper proposes the use of User Customizable Logic Paper (UCLP) for both prototyping of larger-area
electronics and educational applications. In particular, learners
can study and experience the operation of integrated circuits
by fabricating custom integrated circuits, using at-home ink-jet
printers to print conducting interconnects on paper that contains
prefabricated arrays of organic transistors. The feasibility of
UCLP is demonstrated with the newly proposed Sea-of Transmission-Gates (SOTG) of organic CMOS transistors, providing
field customizability through the use of the printable electronics
technology for the first time. UCLP is applicable to a wide range
of products of printable electronics including flexible displays
and electronic paper, as well as for educational purposes. This
technology provides a new means to add programmability for
integrated circuits used in large-area electronics.
In this paper we describe UCLP and some key technologies
including ink-jet printed interconnects and organic SOTG architecture. In Section II, UCLP and ink-jet printed interconnects
are introduced, while in Section III, the SOTG architecture is introduced. In Section IV, experimental results are described and
discussed. And finally the conclusions are given in Section V.
II. UCLP AND INK-JET PRINTED INTERCONNECTS
A. User Customizable Logic Paper
Fig. 1 shows a prototype of UCLP, which was proposed in
[3]. In UCLP, paper that contains an array of vias and an organic SOTG film are stacked. Although it would be ideal to fabricate the whole UCLP including the organic transistors using
ink-jet printers, this proves to be very difficult since both high
temperature (130–150 C) and an organic solvent are required
to fabricate the organic transistors. Since high temperatures and
organic solvents cannot be handled by ink-jet printers, in UCLP
the organic transistors are prefabricated and the field customizability is provided by the printed interconnects. Conventional
printed interconnects, however, also require high temperatures
(130–150 C), which damages the organic transistors. The technology that enables us to solve the problem is the newly developed room-temperature sintering, conductive Ag nanoparticle
ink, which is introduced in Section II-B.
Fig. 2(a) shows the cross section of the SOTG film which
is described in detail in Section III. The 2 V organic CMOS
transistors are fabricated on polyimide film [4], [5]. Organic
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Fig. 1. Photograph of User Customizable Logic Paper (UCLP).
Fig. 3. Materials of ink-jet printed interconnects.

Fig. 2. Device structure of UCLP. (a) Cross section of SOTG. (b) Cross section
of UCLP. (c) UCLP with ink-jet printed interconnects.

semiconductors for nMOS and pMOS are F CuPc (hexa-decafluoro-copper-phthalo-cyanine) and pentacene, respectively [4].
Self-assembled mono-layers (SAM) realize 2-V organic transistors [5], which are covered with a protective layer of parylene. Connection pads to the paper are formed with gold on top
of this protective layer. An organic-metallic hybrid passivation
layer, not indicated in Fig. 2(a), protects the organic CMOS and
lengthens its lifetime to six months or more in air. Fig. 2(b)
shows the cross section of UCLP. Organic CMOS SOTG and
a rewiring layer on paper are stacked. Electrical connections are
provided by Ag conductive adhesive. Then the interconnects are
ink-jet printed onto the paper by users as shown in Fig. 2(c).
B. Ink-Jet Printed Interconnects
A number of ink-jet printed interconnects technologies have
been developed to date. However, either a high temperature

(130–150 C) sintering or chemical process with organic solvent is required after the printing process, which causes damage
to organic transistors. In contrast, our proposed ink-jet printing
technology does not require such processes. The technology
consists of pre-coated nanoconductive base and silver nanoparticle ink as shown in Fig. 3. The pre-coated nanoconductive
base is a type of micro-porous layer made of Polyethylene,
Polyvinyl alcohol, boracic acid, and other materials to absorb
the solvent in the silver nanoparticle ink. Its thickness is around
40 um. The ink includes 15% silver particles, alcohol, surface
active agent, and dispersant. The diameter of silver nanoparticles in the ink is typically 20 nm.
The ink chemically reacts with the pre-coated nanoconductive base on the paper at room temperature, that is, a sinteringfree process, and does not cause damage to organic transistors.
When the printed interconnect is stored in a laminated bag, the
life time is five months or longer. In air, resistance of the interconnects increases by 10% after one month.
Fig. 4(a) shows a photograph of the printing process of the
interconnects on UCLP using an off-the-shelf ink-jet (piezo-jet)
printer. Fig. 4(b) shows photographs of printed interconnects
and a via hole. The thickness of the Ag interconnect is 1 m
(typ.) and the measured sheet resistance is 0.2 square (typ.).
The via holes of 200 m in diameter are prefabricated in UCLP
by punching, in order to form a connection to the SOTG. The
measured via resistance is 2.7 via.
In this study, a 3 mm pad and via pitch rule is adopted.
The reasons are as follows. Firstly, we have to consider misalignment in feeding the paper in the printer. To adopt an
off-the-shelf, family-use printer, a large misalignment should
be accepted. A 300 m misalignment error is assumed in this
study, and therefore, each via extension is 300 m as shown in
m
Fig. 5. Secondly, the Line/Space design rule
of the printed interconnect is determined by both printing
resolution and sheet resistance. Typical printers realize 100 m
resolution with the silver nanoparticle ink. However, the minimum line width should be determined by the sheet resistance
of the ink. The sheet resistance depends on the room temperature and relative humidity during printing. A sheet resistance of
0.14 square can be achieved by family-use printers at a high
room temperature of 30 C and relative humidity of 80%Rh.
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Fig. 5. Pad/via layout rule on paper.

Fig. 4. (a) Photograph of the printing process of the interconnects on UCLP
using an off-the-shelf ink-jet printer. (b) Photographs of printed interconnects
and a via hole.
Fig. 6. Area issue on gate array architecture in UCLP.

However, we assume a sheet resistance of 0.2 square by
considering a practical room temperature of 17 C and relative
humidity of 35%Rh. We adopt 200- m wide interconnects in
this study, and thus resistance between two pads can be estimated around 2.2 . The line space of 200 m is determined by
crosstalk. The crosstalk of the proposed printed interconnects
is caused by resistive coupling rather than capacitive coupling.
The sheet resistance of the pre-coated nanoconductive base is
square, but satellite ink drops by family-use
typically
printers lower the actual sheet resistance to around 10% of this
value. Thus, the isolation of 20-mm long interconnects with a
space of 200 m can be estimated at around 9 M . Thirdly, the
minimum via-hole diameter should be larger than 200 m to
. Finally, in order
achieve an acceptable via resistance of
to implement practical circuits, the number of interconnects
between the pads should be around five. As the result, a 3-mm
pad and via pitch rule is determined.
III. SEA-OF TRANSMISSION-GATE ARCHITECTURE
A. Architecture
The large pad and via pitch of 3 mm mentioned in the previous section presents a design challenge for UCLP to increase
integration density. Gate array (G/A) architectures have been
widely used in silicon technologies. The G/A architecture includes two pMOS transistors, two nMOS transistors, and nine
via holes in a logic cell. In silicon technologies, a narrow via
spacing rule is available, and therefore the number of vias is not
critical for the cell area as shown in Fig. 6. On the other hand,
since we adopt a 3-mm pad and via pitch in UCLP, pads and
vias now dominate the cell area as shown in Fig. 6. The number

Fig. 7. Schematic and symbol definition of SOTG unit cell.

of vias becomes a critical issue in UCLP, and in order to solve
the problem, an area-efficient SOTG is proposed instead of the
conventional G/A approach.
Fig. 7 shows the schematic of the SOTG unit cell. SOTG uses
a type of pass transistor logic and a single SOTG cell has six
transistors. Each unit cell has a pair of complementary transmission gates, n-switch (NSW) and p-switch (PSW), and four
and
are
terminals for ink-jet printed interconnects.
common to every SOTG cell. In SOTG, the output (OUT) is
connected to either PSW or NSW depending on the input (IN).
Fig. 8 shows several examples of logic gate implementation
with the proposed SOTG cells. Binary decision diagrams (BBD)
[6] are also shown in Fig. 8. An inverter requires one logic cell
that consists of six transistors, as shown in Fig. 8(a). At first
glance, the SOTG architecture seems to require a large number
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Fig. 11. D-flip flop (positive edge triggered) implementation with SOTG cells.

Fig. 8. Examples of logic gate implementation with SOTG cells. (a) Inverter.
(b) Buffer. (c) Two-input multiplexer.

Fig. 9. Two-input XOR gate implementation with SOTG cells.

Fig. 12. Comparison of unit logic cell between G/A and SOTG.

B. Area Comparison With G/A Architecture

Fig. 10. Truth table of two-input logic functions and their binary decision
diagram.

of transistors, however as will be shown this is not critical for
the proposed UCLP. In terms of saving on rewiring cost or area,
the SOTG architecture makes it easy to customize the UCLP.
In fact, either a buffer or a two-input multiplexer can be implemented with one logic cell, as shown in Figs. 8(b) and 8(c).
An XOR gate consists of the 2-input multiplexer, the inverter,
and two additional interconnects, shown in Fig. 9. Thanks to
the complementary transmission gates, not only the XOR, but
also any two-input logical operation can be realized with two
logic cells as shown in Fig. 10. Furthermore, a D-flip flop can be
implemented with only four logic cells and six interconnects, in
and
,
addition to the power supply connection to both
as shown in Fig. 11.

Fig. 12 shows logic cells of the conventional G/A architecture
and the proposed SOTG architecture. Numbers of transistors
in a typical G/A logic cell and a SOTG cell are four and six,
respectively. Transistor W/L are chosen to be 150 m wide and
20 m long, determined by the driving capability and process
yield. Under the condition of a fixed via spacing rule of 3 mm, a
typical G/A logic cell occupies a layout area of 81 mm because
there are nine vias in each logic cell, as shown in Fig. 12. On
the other hand, the area of logic cell of SOTG is only 36 mm
although the SOTG cell contains more transistors than in G/A.
In UCLP, the logic cell area is determined by the number of vias;
in fact, the transistor area for a conventional G/A cell occupies
only 6% of the total cell area. Fig. 13(a) indicates the number of
transistors in various logic functions. The number of transistors
in the SOTG tends to be more than that in the G/A except in a
few functions such as a multiplexer and a latch. In contrast, the
area required for logic functions in SOTG are less than those in
G/A in each function shown in Fig. 13(b). The results indicate
that SOTG can reduce the area of logic cells by 11% (for INV
and NAND) and up to 85% (MUX) for the UCLP, compared
with a typical G/A architecture.
Fig. 14 shows an area comparison for the ISCAS89 s27
benchmark circuit [7]. If no misalignment by an off-the-shelf
printer is accepted, (i.e., the via extensions in pads are 0 mm),
a 1.8-mm via and pad pitch can be achieved, and as a result the
areas of G/A and SOTG are comparable. The area of SOTG
tends towards a constant with the pad pitch below 2.4 mm as
shown in Fig. 14. However, as shown in Fig. 14 the SOTG has
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Fig. 15. Photograph of the 8

2 8 SOTG cell array.

Fig. 16. Measured static characteristics of the SOTG unit cell.

Fig. 13. Comparison on various logic functions. (a) Number of transistors.
(b) Area.

available. In practical use ESD protection must be considered.
However we make the observation that the SOTG requires
only one ESD protection device in each logic cell while the
conventional G/A architecture requires three devices for their
inputs.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Fig. 14. Area comparison of ISCAS89 s27 benchmark circuit implementation.

an advantage when the UCLP is constrained to accept larger
misalignments, since the area efficiency of SOTG improves
compared with G/A. In this work, the area of s27 can be reduced
by 53% for a 3-mm pad/via pitch.
The ESD requirements for organic transistors are not addressed in this paper because this type of logic circuit was not

Fig. 15 shows a photograph of the 8 8 SOTG cell array and
details of a single SOTG cell. The sizes of the 8 8 SOTG cell
array and the single SOTG cell are 73 mm square and 6 mm
square, respectively. The minimum design rule of the SOTG is
20 m.
Fig. 16 shows the measured SOTG cell static characteristics
, which is a typical value of the supply voltage
at 2.5-V
for the organic CMOS. The single SOTG cell can operate as
both an inverter and a buffer. The inverter gain is 44 while the
amplifier/buffer gain is 101. These results show sufficient gains
to be used for logic circuit implementation.
In order to evaluate signal attenuation due to the printed interconnects on the paper, the open drain pMOS LED driver with
three printed interconnects shown in Fig. 17(a) is measured at
. Fig. 17(b) shows the measured waveform in the
2.5-V
case with conventional metallic interconnects for reference; in
.
this case the output swing is around 2.0 V with 2.5-V
Fig. 17(c) shows the output waveform from the proposed printed
interconnects on the paper. Although the output swing is slightly
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Fig. 17. Measured waveform of organic transistor through the printed interconnects. (a) Measurement circuit. (b) Output waveform with metallic interconnects.
(c) Output waveform with printed interconnects.

Fig. 19. Measurement result of SOTG-based ring oscillator. (a) Measurement
circuit. (b) Photograph of the ring oscillator. (c) Measured waveform.
Fig. 18. Measurement waveform of SOTG-based two-input multiplexer.
(a) Measurement circuit. (b) Measured waveforms.

degraded due to the printed interconnects, it is acceptable because the driver can drive low-power LEDs and logic gates of
the SOTG.
In order to demonstrate the functionality of the proposed
SOTG cell, Fig. 18(a) shows the measured schematic of a
two-input multiplexer using the SOTG logic cell. 3-V
is applied in the measurement. Square waves of 200 mHz are
applied to the select signal, S, and square waves of 800 mHz
are applied to input terminal A. Input terminal B is connected
. Fig. 18(b) shows measured waveforms. The result
to
confirm that the organic CMOS transmission gates successfully
conduct both high and low signals, and therefore, the feasibility
of the SOTG architecture is verified by measurement.
In order to measure the propagation delay of the SOTG logic
cell, a ring oscillator using three organic SOTG logic cells
was fabricated on a polyimide substrate. Fig. 19(a) shows the

schematic and Fig. 19(b) shows the chip photograph. Since the
operating speed of organic circuits is slow, a three-stage ring
oscillator gives a very low-frequency oscillation. Although the
, the measurement
oscillator can operate from 2.0 to 3.0 V
of 2 V to measure the maximum propais carried out at
gation delay. The measured frequency is 3.1 Hz at
of 2
V, that is, the propagation delay of each logic cell is 0.11 s as
shown in Fig. 19(c). The speed is limited by the mobility and
parasitic gate capacitance of the nMOS devices. With wider
transistors, the output driving capability will increase; however,
the speed will not. The slow transistor speed is appropriate for
educational purposes, because the LED driven by the output
pulse flashes at visible (observable) speed.
From the measurements, the output swings of SOTG cells
are slightly degraded either because of the relatively high resistance of printed interconnects as shown in Fig. 17, or the limited
driving capability of the transmission gate as shown in Fig. 18.
This degradation limits the number of gate stages in practical
circuits. In this study, the transistor area occupies only 19% of
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KEY FEATURES OF THE INK-JET PRINTED INTERCONNECTS,
2 V ORGANIC CMOS, AND SOTG
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the total SOTG cell area; this transistor area was chosen by considering the process yield. However to enhance the driving capability and increase the number of possible stages, wider transistors are recommended for use in a practical UCLP.
The total power consumption of an 8 8 SOTG cell array
can be estimated as follows. Each transistor in the unit cell has
a parasitic capacitance of 21 pF. The total parasitic capacitance
pF. When the 64 cells
in the unit cell is given by
operate at 10 Hz with 3 V
, the total power consumption of
an 8 8 SOTG is given by

The key features of the ink-jet printed interconnects, 2-V organic CMOS, and SOTG are summarized in Table I.
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V. CONCLUSION
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